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Investigation of Catalyst Projects and Urban Design Qualities in Six 

Central Streets of Hamedan 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Streets are like a vein in the body and play an important role in whole cities. These 

crucial elements are so essential in each cities structure. The primary roots of the system 

can quickly figure out by the distribution of city streets. So central streets are more 

critical than the peripheral ones because more users refer to them. Hamedan is a 

mountainous city in the west of Iran, which is shape by circles form . This unique 

structure is exceptional in Iran and is based on the main square and its six streets. This 

paper tries to figure out the differences between this street, catalyst intervention,  and car-

driven streets. Also, comparing these two types of streets and their results can help urban 

management and city responsible. Catalyst projects are some intervene that seek to inject 

new spirit in target areas. These actions are trying to respond to further people's needs 

based on the context's general identity. The research methodology is quantitative based 

on ANP techniques to specify these six streets' priorities and interpret differences 

between catalysts projects and cars-driven streets. So, the results show that two streets 

among six central streets are more acceptable in users' mindsets. Bu Ali st and Ekbatan st 

have high normalized points than other streets. Besides, users can easily walk all the parts 

of these two streets, perform window shopping, sit wherever they want, and do all kinds 

of group and individual activities. These consequences have more overlapping with two 

streets that have been intervened by catalyst actions, and their roles transformed into 

walkable instead of car-driven streets. 
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1. Introduction 

Increasing urban design qualities are essential issues in cities, especially in primary 

elements like squares and streets. Streets play a crucial role in whole structured towns, 

and improving their qualities can lead them to grow better. Catalyst projects are an 

appropriate anchor to perform this quality as well as possible. This approach is so keen 

on target areas and the surrounding environment of its intervene. This research aims to 

figure out the differences in streets where catalytic reactions occurred and their other 

central car-driven streets. The main question is that does any catalytic reactions improve 

the circumstances of the six central streets of Hamedan? And do these changes are 

overlapping in users of spaces' mindsets?  

The importance of these questions can make urban managers the right decision about the 

urban spaces in a bright future. 
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2. Literature Review 

Many scientists study urban design qualities, and some of the importance of this include 

the indicators of this paper. Also, vitality, traffic issues, functional dynamics, 

compatibility, and flexibility are critical points of the research interview and 

observations. 

Catalyst projects are the latest approach to improve all types of urban environments. This 

approach has been changed from giant projects to small-scale urban design projects, 

which increase social interaction and cultural prosperity in urban spaces. 

 

3. Hypotheses/Objectives 

It seems that improving qualities by catalyst projects in central parts of cities can provide 

better urban life for citizens. 

 

4. Research Design/Methodology 

This research methodology is based on a quantitative method that is performed by ANP 

techniques. The model came from a literature review and indicators derived from the 

study of research keywords. Then, for more accuracy, the indicators are divided into sub-

indicators to investigating the alternatives better. Also, the judgments were obtained by 

interviews and field observation of the case study. Moreover, the users' common attitude 

has formed the assessment of goal, criteria, and alternatives in the research model. 

Besides, the inconsistency is less than 0.1 in all comparisons. 

. 

 

5. Data/Model Analysis 

 
Figure 1; the model analysis of this study. 

6. Limitations  

Due to the covid-19 pandemic, the interviews and observation were faced with some 

troubles. The researchers control the process of study because the case study were such 

crowded and populated spaces. 
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7. Conclusions 

Bu Ali and Ekbatan streets are the first and second priorities in ANP model analysis 

compatible with the theoretical paper concept. The people's mindsets approve that the 

catalyst anchor may increase the cities elements qualities and grow it well. This study 

contributes for the first time using the ANP method to specify urban elements' rates 

through the urban catalyst field. Besides, urban management can easily find the right way 

to improve cities' cores. 
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9. Appendices 

 
Figure 2; ANP  analysis priorities. 
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Figure 3; six central streets of Hamedan. 

 

 
Figure 4; ANP alternatives. 

 
Figure 5; alternative bar chart. 
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Figure 6; sensitivity analysis. 


